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Designed to Deliver 
Results

To make it simple to announce the availability of Autobooks to your small 

businesses, we have included a set of six emails your team can copy, paste and 

send. The sample emails included in this document come from a suite of emails 

that we offer as part of our go-to-market services.

How to Use This Document

Our go-to-market services help financial institutions effectively drive product 

adoption and utilization. The emails included in this document were written by 

professional conversion copywriters and are built to drive awareness, interest 

and ultimately adoption of Autobooks. 

The email language and content is rooted in our ongoing conversations with 

small businesses. They are written to help small businesses make progress on a 

problem they are trying to solve.
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Share in Any Order

The emails in this set are designed to be standalone emails, as opposed to 

sequenced emails. A business owner does not need the context of earlier emails 

in the set in order to understand each email. Each email begins in solution 

aware and ends in product aware instead of moving the prospect from solution 

to product aware through several emails.

Note: The first two emails in the following pages (emails one and two) are more 

specific to the Banno plugins for small business, powered by Autobooks. You 

can start with those if you wish, since there’s no prescribed order to worry about.

Regarding the Copy Length

We’ve had the opportunity to guide talented marketers like you into the world 

of conversion copywriting, and we’ve heard concerns that you’re likely to feel as 

you read through conversion copy for the first time:

• “These emails are too long!” It’s true that they look extra long in this 

document format, and it’s also true that they’re longer than other messages. 

But our data shows that our audience reads them eagerly, opens them again 

and again, and activates solely off of these messages.

• “The voice in these emails is too raw, too specific.” It’s true that we don’t often 

hear the raw voice of our customers in our copy, but that’s what it is — and 

the raw, unfiltered language we use is one of our most powerful tools.

• “I don’t like this part.” It’s easy to pick apart any email and apply our personal 
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preferences — the things we like and the things we don’t. However, we 

should keep in mind that we are not the primary audience. All that matters is 

whether we’re effective in our efforts to help our business banking customers 

become Autobooks customers. Our data shows that yes, we are.

Before You Make Changes

So as you read, as you consider this copy, you may find yourself having one 

of the aforementioned concerns. You might find yourself wanting to make a 

change. Before you do that, there are a few other things to consider before you 

make your decision to change the emails or deploy as-is:

• FIs that deploy the emails with slight modifications see activation rates 

plateau at 44% (compared to 60% with no modifications)

• FIs that deploy emails at launch and then turn them off due to a fear of 

emailing customers see activation plateau and then fall

• FIs that launch Autobooks without using any of our emails see activation as 

low as 1%

Need Help?

If you have questions, or would like to learn more about our full suite of go-to-

market-services, please email us at letstalk@autobooks.co.
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The Autobooks Emails
Email One

Subject: Send an Invoice, from the same place you do your checking

Description/Overview: This email will introduce small business customers to the 

Banno small business Plugins solution, powered by Autobooks. It describes how 

Autobooks is the most user-friendly way for a smal business owner to send an 

invoice (via the Banno dashboard card), and what life would be like when they don’t 

have to spend so much time worrying about how to manage their back office.

Email Two

Subject: We agree, it shouldn’t be hard to get paid

Description/Overview: This email introduces the small business customer to the 

Autobooks Payment Form, accessed by clicking the ‘Accept Payment Now’ card 

on the main online banking dashboard. This email gives the reader an in-depth 

look into what the Payment Form is and how it can be shared. The CTA focuses on 

taking them into their digital banking, so the user can accept a payment now. 

Email Three

Subject: What if you could finish work an hour earlier?

Description/Overview: This email will introduce small business customers to 

the full Autobooks Enterprise solution. By detailing how Autobooks is the most 

https://info.autobooks.co/-temporary-slug-eedd9195-39c6-43d9-8f7a-f1d30d5cc660?hs_preview=FmEsasAu-45533341294&email=egouldtest616@autobooks.co
https://info.autobooks.co/-temporary-slug-e16a94f6-4c63-4a95-87c2-befd5373a602?hs_preview=HBmaEdor-45529636377&email=egouldtest616@autobooks.co
https://info.autobooks.co/-temporary-slug-fce09364-b4d2-4f7d-9a2c-fe512e4571b3?hs_preview=wYFNqvPV-8297469877&email=egouldtest616@autobooks.co
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customer-friendly way for customers to pay them electronically, they get a 

snapshot into what life would be like when they don’t have to spend so much 

time worrying about how to manage their back office.

Email Four

Subject: There’s a gift inside your checking account

Description/Overview: This is the first in a pair of emails introducing the small 

business customer to the Autobooks Payment Form. This first email gives the 

reader an in-depth look into what the Payment Form is and how it can be 

shared. The CTA focuses on booking a tour of the product.

Email Five

Subject: I didn’t want collecting payments to be brain surgery

Description/Overview: This email focuses on the pain point that many small 

business owners experience in trying to accept payments online, specifically 

credit card payments. It also focuses on the slow speed with which non-bank 

providers such as Square and PayPal settle funds into the bank account.

Email Six

Subject: When $3,000 disappears

Description/Overview: This email highlights the story of an Autobooks user, 

Nick, who had his trust betrayed by a few non-bank payment providers. It 

solidifies the relationship between Autobooks and financial institution and 

highlights the benefits of the partnership. It also introduces the Autobooks team 

and makes it clear that we are here to help them whenever issues arise.

https://info.autobooks.co/-temporary-slug-7815f5ba-cbe2-404d-9e3f-1a4a01b37c0c?hs_preview=QIMoBEiz-8297462963&email=egouldtest616@autobooks.co
https://info.autobooks.co/-temporary-slug-8e781dfc-8f88-4996-9fcb-f39ae072860c?hs_preview=DQXKxgTu-7807115698&email=egouldtest616@autobooks.co
https://info.autobooks.co/-temporary-slug-b065d77a-ac06-4507-8e76-3038152267fb?hs_preview=arFyIXVE-8303038114&email=egouldtest616@autobooks.co

